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INVESTMENT ALERT
► Silver Elephant Mining latest drill holes at its Sunawayo Project in
central Bolivia confirm extensive indium and gallium mineralization
On May 6, 2021, Silver Elephant Mining (“Silver Elephant”) announced indium and gallium assays from drill
holes SWD001 to SWD010 at its Sunawayo Project in central Bolivia, featuring SWD002, which intercepted 87 g/t
indium, 7 g/t gallium and 48 g/t silver (252 g/t silver
equivalent) over 9 metres within an interval of 31 metres
grading 119 g/t silver equivalent.
The Company first published silver drill results of SWD001 to
SWD010 on January 27, 2021 and on March 18, 2021.
The latest drill results confirm extensive indium and gallium
mineralization in concentrates exceeding silver concentrates
in several instances.
Primary indium and gallium deposits are not common and
that fact makes Sunawayo a special project.
Reported intercepts are core-length and not true-widths;
based on core-angle measurements, true widths range from
80% t85% of reported core length.
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AgEq calculation uses a silver price of $ 25.00/oz, a zinc price of $ 1.10/lb, a lead price of $ 0.80/lb and
a copper price of $ 3.00/lb; indium price of $ 190.34/kg and gallium price of $ 320.38/kg (all US$) and
assumes 100% metallurgical recovery as no metallurgical studies have been conducted on the project
and do not reliably reflect expected metallurgical results.

Silver equivalent values are calculated using the following formula AgEq = Ag g/t + (Zn % x 30.1644) + Pb
% x 21.9377) + Cu % x 82.2665) + In g/t x 0.2368) + (Ga g/t x 0.3986).
Reported results do not define a mineral source and it is uncertain of further exploration will result in the delineation of mineral resources.
Indium currently trades at around $ 7.00/oz with a recent high of $ 10.00/oz in 2018. Primary indium use is
in indium phosphate semiconductors and indium tin oxide thinfilm for liquid-crystal deploys (LCD).
Annual global production of indium is approximately 700 tonnes (24.7 million oz’s). China is a leading
producer in indium (290 tonnes in 2016), followed by South Korea (195 tonnes), Japan (70 tonnes) and
Canada (65 tonnes), according to Wikipedia.
Gallium currently trades near $ 12.00/oz. Global gallium production is approximately 300 tonnes (10
million oz’s) per year with China, Korea and Japan accounting for 90% of the supply.
Semiconductor applications dominate the commercial demand for gallium, accounting for 98% of the total,
according to Wikipedia.
10 out of 10 drill holes along a 4-km trend, for which Silver Elephant has received full assays, contain silver,
indium and gallium mineralization. The results indicate the potential for the presence of one or more mineral deposits at Sunawayo.
Currently there is insufficient exploration to determine whether any resources are present and no mineral resource has been defined.
The Company has completed its 15-hole drilling program on the Sunawayo Project. Full assay results are
pending for the remaining drill holes.
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Investment comments:
With the acquisition of the Class I Minago Nickel Sulphide Project in Canada, this immediately projects Silver Elephant to the forefront of the sulphide mining space to support much needed Class I
range NMC 811 cathode standard lithium batteries to fuel mass electric vehicle adoption.
Based on the reported 230 million ounces silver equity for its flagship Pulacayo Project, the combined Sunawayo- Malku Khota Project bordering historical 350 million ounces silver, and targeting to prove
this resource in 2021, an expected positive outcome to upgrade Silver Elephant to an international major
silver producer, Silver Elephant would be substantially undervalued compared to the peer group of silver
development companies.
In addition having completed a Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”) in May 2018, Silver Elephant’s owned Gibellini Vanadium Project has the technical potential to be brought to the production
stage in the next three years as the first primary vanadium mine in the United States.
Considering the prospective outlook for Silver Elephant’s projects, focused on a three-way strategy
based on silver, nickel and vanadium, and having approximately C$ 8 million in cash, I have increased my 2021 price target to C$ 1.00 from C$ 0.80.
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